TATTING: ONE ROUND AT A TIME

Supplies Needed
2 colors of Tatting Thread, size 10 or 20, 2 tatting shuttles, scissors and small crochet hook

Center Round (Shuttle 1 only)
Ring: 10-10. Repeat until there are 7 rings. Join to base of 1st R and then tat 8th R. 
(\textit{Hint: if you do the 8th ring as a “single shuttle split ring”, you can hide your ends in that ring})

Round 2 (Shuttle and ball needed, possibly 2 different colors)
Ring: 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 (7 picots) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 6-8+ (j. to Ctr Rd) 8-6+ (lock j. to middle picot of prev. R) 6 RW 
Ring: 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 (7 picots) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 6 RW 
*Ring: 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 (7 picots) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 6+ (j. to adj. chain) 8+ (j. to Ctr Rd) 8-6+ (lock j. to middle picot of prev. R) 6 RW 
Ring: 2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2 (7 picots) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 6 RW 
Repeat around from * joining final Chain to base of first Ring. Tie, cut, and hide ends.

Round 3 (Shuttle and ball)
Ring: 5-5+5-5 (joining to Rd 2) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 5-5 RW 
**Ring: 5 + 5-5-5 (joining to prev, R) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 5-5 RW 
Ring: 5 + 5-5-5 (joining to prev, R) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 5-5 RW 
Ring: 5 + 5-5-5 (joining to prev, R) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 5-5 RW 
Ring: 5 + 5 +5-5 (joining to prev, R and then Rd 2) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 5-5 RW 
Repeat around from ** joining every 4th R to Rd 2. Join 3rd picot of final R to first R and final Chain to base of first Ring. Tie, cut, and hide ends.

Round 4 (2 shuttles needed)
Ring: 8 - - 8 Close Ring, RW (Note: picot needs to be big enough for 3 joins) 
Ch: 7-7 RW 
*** Ring: 8 + 8 (j. to prev. ring) Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 3-3-3-3-3-3 RW 
Ring: 8+8 Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 7-7 RW 
Ring: 8+8 Close Ring, DNRW 
Switch Shuttles Ch: 6+6 (j. to every other chain of Rd 3) DNRW ### 
Switch Shuttles Ring: 8 - - 8 Close Ring, RW 
Ch: 7+7 (j. to adj. chain) RW 
Continue around from *** and finally ending at ### join final chain to base of 1st Ring.
Round 4 start here

Round 3

START RD 2 here